St Peter’s Parish Profile Survey Results
Search Committee 2017
138 responses.
Paper responses added to online form.
All comments transcribed verbatim, no corrections made.
1. What attracts you to St. Peter’s? (Mark all that apply)

2. Ritual is the degree of Ceremony (high church or low church) we observe in our services. Do you prefer:

3. Does St. Peter’s offer enough opportunities for fellowship for you?

•
•
•
•
•

Comments:
I’d like to see more opportunities for non-traditional fellowship for younger folk
I don't have enough time to take in all the opportunities for fellowship!
We need more opportunities to meet newcomers
The issue is not the opportunity but the manner of fellowship
Good post-service coffee hour
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•
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•

I'm hoping to organize some special interest groups, outings and short trips around photography, spirituality,
(perhaps) writing, and addressing our "nature deficit disorder" that plagues our society. Doing these, and similar,
programmatic, functions, as Christians, and as part of the St. Pete's Family, will help bond our community in ways
we currently don't have.
I would love to finish EFM
Unaware of anything geared exclusively for men

4. Does St. Peter’s offer stewardship options that fit your talents and abilities?

•
•
•
•
•

Comments:
Would be open to more stewardship options that focus on prayer
Haven't been looking yet.
It would be fun to help in organizing things like fun runs, clean up days, and other outdoor service-based activities
If Dean Heidi felt you had good biblical knowledge and understanding she gave you plenty of stewardship options
I think that there are not enough people taking part in the various jobs that are being done at St. Peters. Too few
people seem to do all of the work.

5. Do you believe St. Peter’s properly reaches out to its community to engage and welcome citizens to join and
participate?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comments:
In some ways, not all, and not well enough
Parishioners could be friendlier to newcomers
Not sure, it probably could be improved.
We have so much to offer but our community of Helena and the surrounding are don't really know about us!
I think it does a pretty good job, but more could be done. Check out this Episcopal Church in Detroit https://youtu.be/fdShovhRZE0
Need word of mouth and news paper ads
The people at St. Peter's are not the most friendly and outgoing people. Probably has to do with the lack of good
personal connection with the church.
Seems to be a soft approach
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Always room for improvement, I believe all venues should be used
Yes and no. We could do a better job with publicity, signs, monthly "events," intergenerational specials worth
advertising.
Very good in church inviting in new congregants -- not so good inviting the community at large (little visibility
outside of church services)
...As in to the community of Helena? No. We WANT to believe we do. But we haven't a clue in how. In Social
Justice issues, our involvement is largely to raise $$ to throw to groups. What do we do to get people to cross our
threshold? And how are we TRAINED to engage and assimilate people when they do? We haven't a clue.
I believe we are good at welcoming, not as good at engaging.
During Heidi's tenure the LGBTQ community was alienated. St. Peter's could do a lot better as far as being an
inclusive community.
I think that we would draw more parishioners if we would offer more of the Praise services. I would love to see
one of the Sunday services be a Praise service like the one on the 4th Sunday evening.
I think we could do more
We need to be more welcoming to the LGBTQ community.
We feel very welcomed at St. Peter's.
Not sure. I hope we are welcoming.

6. Would you like to see St. Peter’s use more technology in the following areas:
a. If the services offered more technology during the services, such as hearing assistance, visual
assistance, etc. would that be helpful to you?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hearing devices, yes; projection screens no.
Hard to hear in choir when they leave the pulpit.
Contemporary Christian music with lyrics projected on a screen
As I am getting older any assistance is welcome. however no scenes should be utilized in the church
Not me but others.
Visuals would detract from the quaint church atmosphere
Hearing assistance system doesn't work. Preaching from the nave is nearly impossible for me to hear in the choir
(we need monitor speakers in the chancel for the sound system)
Add a song/prayer reader board.
Technology to improve accessibility for all is welcome.
Better microphone or voice projection instruction to lay lectors
b. If events, sermons and other church happenings were more visible via Social Media would you view and
share them?
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•

Not unless you have something to offer younger people
Very good that sermons are accessible online as is
I'm always there, so, No, I wouldn't. BUT for others, who might be "testing the waters" of TEC, YESSS!
c.

•
•
•

If Happenings or other church communications were offered via email, text or other electronic needs
would you participate?

Many people get inundated with a lot of junk emails and are tired of a lot of emails. Personally I just delete
without opening the emails.
It's helpful to have such communication in electronic format.
N/A We like a hard copy

7. In your opinion, is St. Peter’s a spiritually vibrant church?

•
•
•

Comments:
Sometimes
Spiritually alive but not radiant!
We could do better. Prayer meeting build spirituality
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You hardly ever feel the presence of the Holy Spirit at St. Peters.
At this time, I'm concerned about the future
Yes I believe we are a vibrant church, and hopefully that spark will continue and increase its fire and brightness
We have challenges to overcome - being more inclusive, offering more outreach.
Yes, could be more so
Yes because of the quality of our clergy
It's a busy church, with lots of offerings, from mid-week worship to classes. But spiritually vibrant? Rather bland,
I'd say.
My only concern is lack of inclusion referenced above.
The clergy are personally but it is not overt during the services
We are now but I’m concerned about our future if Gabe leaves
It is but there is always room for improvement.
Father Gabe has increased spiritual vibrancy
It is not currently for me

8. Do you believe the budget of St. Peter’s matches the Parish’s values, needs and resources?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Comments:
I would like to see Gabe (or another asst. priest) stay on
We're currently "status quo"; we could do more outreach/community service with more $$.
I don't know about this, but I am sad that we cannot afford a Dean and Assistant Dean.
We need to pay staff more.
We need more people to pledge.
I believe that in order to grow and to increase our viability we need more funds to maintain and grow
I don't know, but I do know the people I've talked with would gladly pay more to keep Father Morrow with us.
Need a budget to support Dean and asst. priest
Would love to be able to afford second clergy.
Yes, unfortunately. The parish seems to pledge, myopically, at about 80% of where it's comfortable, and doesn't
expect to be/become any more than where it currently is. That's usually a sign of poor visioning ability and lack of
understanding of the needs of the greater community of Helena and the Diocese it should be leading. A sign of
growth of the body of Christ? No.
Budgets are just that & should be closely followed.
We need to budget according to our income and not expect too much more from our families.
This is a tough question. I wish there were enough funds to continue with a dean and an assistant priest. Seems
to me there is way more work that one person can accomplish without suffering burnout. The deacons do a lot to
help, but I think individual parishioners need to step up more. The Helping Hands program is a good idea, but
implementation has been problematic.
10% should be allocated to social concerns
We need an assistant priest to the Dean
Probably not.

9. The search committee is working to discern where St. Peter’s as a whole wants to be in the future, and one of the
past desires of St. Peter’s was to move from a Pastoral model to a Program model.
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Pastoral or Pastor-centered: Rector at center of programs and new member incorporation. Clergy very much
involved in hands-on ministry.
Programmatic or Group-centered: Resources are available to create a variety of programs and multiple
member staffs are common. This is a truly “multi-cell” organization. In program-size parishes the role of the rector
shifts from one of being a hands-on pastor to managing a staff and delegating much of the responsibility. The role
of the vestry shifts as well, with that body exercising oversight and relational authority, rather than focusing on
tasks. Much energy in a program size church is spent on recruiting, training, equipping and empowering both
volunteers and additional paid staff.
It was identified at the annual meeting this year that St. Peter’s currently does not have the volunteer nor financial
base to make that leap to a Program model. Given the above definitions and the information disclosed at the
annual meeting, please answer the following:
a. Would you like to see St. Peter’s grow to a Program model?

b. Would you be willing to contribute volunteer time or financially to support this transition?

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Comments:
I would miss having a hands-on pastor, though!
We need to encourage others to volunteer the same old people do it all
I have no time to give at this date.
Until St. Peters can heal itself from within and become healthy within, it will never be successful in a Program
Model. Not if moving to a Program Church. I have seen and been in Program churches that have not worked.
Those that worked had "fired up" and dedicated people, which is not what I see at St. Peters. Program Church
always run the risk of "burn out" if not handled properly.
Should St. Peter's choose the program model, I shall be looking for a different church
I do volunteer, not sure how much more I personally could do.
I do already and will continue to do so
I believe that we should a combination between the two. Like 70--30 or 60--40 for pastoral to program model. I
am old school but recognize that to grow we must attract younger adults
I think I already am.
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I am older. I prefer pastoral-centered. I really don't feel "program" centered would fulfill my needs.
Yes! This is a/THE Cathedral of this Diocese, for Christ's Sake (literally!). We need to catch the vision of what
that is, in terms of leadership for the Diocese of MT. We *should* be @ the forefront of everything TEC has to
offer; do we know what that is, and how it might translate into Montana terms? How could we learn? All Christian
Formation classes @ 9:15 (yes, kids in church), including what TEC is doing on the cutting edges in our society
might be a starting place. This parish is far too priest-centric. Properly trained congregational development could
ease the transition to become programmatic. Our SIZE allows it; our comfortable near-sighted vision is the inertia
that holds us back.
This is not the time to be growing our staff and over spend. We had to cut Heidi's salary in half and now we can't
afford to keep Gabriel as an assistant priest. With the current old-fashioned liturgy we won't be able to attract
many young families because the services are not dynamic enough. I think we tried to grow too much too fast.
Helena is a small town and we need to remember that. I already volunteer about as much as I can due to health
related problems, so I would not be able to do much more. We have lost many of our older members recently, the
ones who were big contributors; families are not able to contribute as much now as they might have in the past.
Already do/have. Kind of worn-out.
The only program model church to which I've attended a service is to a Mormon Church near Phoenix, AZ. I
didn't feel that the content of the messages were presented as well as could have been presented by trained
clergy. The testimonials were presented to personally & emotionally. They were not properly correlated to
biblical readings. Also, some people were much better communicators than others.
In the future, yes!
I give time and finances as much as I can now.
I would like St. Peter's to stay a Pastoral model. I would have to see what the program model was going to be
before I made the decision.
But we can't afford to grow to a Program model now we're losing members and half don't pledge
I really don't fully understand all this. It seems to me that we have difficulties now getting volunteers for programs
like coffee hour and bargain basement. Getting more volunteers may be very difficult.
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10. Please rank the importance of the following characteristics by circling a choice.
1 being least important to you and 5 being most important to you:
Characteristic
Least important

Most Important
Sermons

Children’s Involvement

Music

Liturgy

Options for worship service and times (Sunday AM, Wed. AM, etc.)

8

Sunday School

Church Community/Social Opportunities

Youth Group

Nursery/Childcare

9

Pastoral care to the sick, bereaved, people facing difficulty, homebound

Welcoming Visitors & embracing new members

Parish Communications

Supporting the Community (Social Concerns Programs, Family Promise)

Adult Faith Formation/Education

10

Access to Chapter (Vestry) & Staff

11

2. Please rank how well you think St Peter’s is doing with the following characteristics by circling a choice.
1 being needs no improvement and 5 being needs a lot of improvement.
Characteristic
No Improvement

Needs Improvement
Sermons

Children’s Involvement

Music

Liturgy

Options is worship service and times (Sunday AM, Wed. AM, etc.)

12

Sunday School

Church Community/Social Opportunities

Youth Group

Nursery/Childcare

Pastoral care to the sick, bereaved, people facing difficulty, homebound
13

Welcoming Visitors & embracing new members

Parish Communications

Supporting the Community (Social Concerns Programs, Family Promise)

Adult Faith Formation/Education

Access to Chapter (Vestry) & Staff
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Please comment below on any important characteristics or areas for improvement that we have or don’t have that
you would like to address:
Sunday school has really improved this year and we greatly appreciate the church committing resources to this
important area.
Access to the church staff is fine; access to the vestry needs more improvement.
Sunday school has improved GREATLY in the past year- thank you! I really really like the traditional Rite 1 liturgy,
which we never hear at the 10am service. I really dislike the modern versions of the communion. I REALLY
REALLY REALLY dislike the crazy peace where everyone gets out of their seats and walks around and talks and
treats the church like a coffee hour. It makes me mad in the middle of church. The children’s outreach could be a
bit better in the church (more bible based coloring books, and crayons, etc. - thy is there Whiney the pooh there
how??) Maybe a basic laminated Q&A on the service for newcomers.
I feel that I have excellent access to clergy and support staff, but not nearly enough access to what is happening
in the Chapter. As far as music goes, I think we do ourselves a great disservice by being limited to only the
hymnal and to organ music. I would like more informal music more often and enjoy the music at the 4th Sunday
service. I think a wider array of music would help us be a more welcoming church - especially to young people
and to people for whom traditional hymns are unfamiliar. Please note- I am NOT saying to throw out the hymnal
or dumb down the liturgy; I would like to just have the opportunity to also sing music other than the solely
traditional music we have now. I find some of the more contemporary music very worshipful in a way that is
different than how I worship with the hymns. On pastoral care, I think our past and current priests have done
extremely well; however, I think there are so many parishioners who need pastoral care that it is unrealistic to
expect one or two people to be able to cover this area alone. This is an area that will need further support and
examination.
Consider children's choir; need more children
Very good to have the Eucharistic Minister program again. I do believe we currently offer a good number of
opportunities for more community involvement, but - as is typical with many organizations - it's only a few people
who do the heavy lifting. I don't have a positive suggestion to help that - wish I did!
Little access to chapter Great access to staff
It is time to move to a single service on Sunday morning and have both services give up a little of what they are
used to. Only way to build a community.
I do feel that St. Peters really needs 2 clergy (including the dean). The need must be there if Heidi was working
60+ hours/ week. Though I've heard that it isn’t possible for Gabriel to stay, I truly wish he could. I feel he is a
wonderful asset to St. Peters. He is caring, sincere and very approachable. I will deeply miss him. It feels very
difficult to loose both Heidi and Gabe, like starting from zero.
Better ease of access to volunteer and outreach programs.
We need to attract and retain new parish members, especially families
Our stewardship, giving our time, talent and money, to our church is poor and we MUST improve soon. We failed
in our responsibilities to pay a reasonable wage to Heidi and Gabe. We should be able to afford two full time
clergy but we failed to do that and we are paying a pretty stiff price.
Quality of the sermons at St. Pete's is what brought me back to church. We have been blessed in the
combination of Gabe and Heidi.
I would love for St. Peter's to be considered more of a community asset in terms of meeting space. It would also
be wonderful to have guidance from an Episcopalian perspective in debating the difficult issues that challenge
traditional notions of faith-based organizations (like transgendered bathrooms, abortion, environmental
degradation, equality, and victims of child abuse).
I do appreciate the text messages and emails that Fr. Gabe sends to remind us of what's going on at the
Cathedral.
Informing newcomers about church activities, answering questions they may have, Prayer and praise meetings
would build us up in my experience.
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I would like to see other topics of study - book groups and discussions etc. I think it is also important to talk about
issues that we face in the community and world - such as transgender and homosexuality issues. Other churches
have had conversations about those types of issues and it is something we have not talked about at all at St.
Peter's. We need to talk about current events and needs in the community and how to serve and welcome all of
our brothers and sisters.
When we first arrived at St. Peters, for the most part, the church community was biblically illiterate. Since Dean
Heidi and Gabe began good biblical teaching it vastly improved people's understanding of the Bible and the
teaching of Jesus. The church still has a long way to go with Biblical teaching and with personal interaction within
the church. Honestly if I were in need of help, there is no one in this church I would call on. So if we are so
broken as a church community, how can we effectively do outreach in the community. Worship needs to be
focused on Praise and Worship and inviting the Holy Spirit in. I have seen how effective this was done in other
churches with good upbeat contemporary music and use of screens for lyrics so the church could easily engage
in Praise and Worship, which in turn brought the Holy Spirit in.
On sermons: like being talked to, not a speech; like it when something personal has been (?); Liturgy: don't
especially like some of the language changes that have occurred; Church Community: so many complements
about basement'; Nursery: Just wonder whether area is well taken care of; Welcoming: Hats off to the greeters;
Adult Faith Formation: Can't say. My problem seems conflicting times as am semi-retired.
Adult Faith Formation - Great!
I think there should be other options for adult Christian formation besides bible studies. I miss the offertory
anthems that the choir used to sing every week. They added solemnity to the service.
Keep handicapped parking at the back of the church, too long of a walk from the front.
I'm very discouraged regarding the way St Peter's has treated Curate Gabriel Morrow. He is incredibly
compassionate, knowledgeable, a true man of God who has done so much for our church as far as the growth of
young families, the youth group, amazing sermons and above all genuine concern for all parishioners. It is a blow
to our Parish to lose Dean Kinner and immediately let Curate Morrow go, we have suffered a great loss. I'm sad
and concerned about the future of our wonderful Church that makes decisions such as this.
Keep the monthly service on Sunday evening.
I feel with Heidi and Gabe St. Peter's was doing an excellent job on the above questions. I marked several
answers 2 because there is always room for improvement.
Like having a gradual hymn prior to the gospel reading.
I would like to see monthly special "intergenerational events" that could be advertised, occur between the
services, and attract a wide variety of folks. Children should be part of these. Special singing, games, films,
presentations, and so on would be great. One event that really brought out a diverse group of people and brought
everyone together was the Rally Sunday picnic and service at Spring Meadow. This kind of thing should happen
more than once a year.
Thought provoking sermons and programs that help parishioners wrestle with the moral questions of an
increasingly complex world.
Overall we are doing very well. Although there is always room for improvement we are limited by financial
resources and number of members who have the time and interest to engage more with the community. Music is
good (Krebil and Brookhart are fantastic) but tends to be archaic. Some of the old hymns are fabulous, but that
tends to be the exception. The quality of our clergy, and specifically of our Dean, is paramount to the vibrancy
and heart of the church.
So glad for Dana!
Monday AM Bible Study has been greatly appreciated.
Services at Touchmark - Most important
Most important: ALL Christian Formation classes -for Adults, Youth, and Children at 9:15 AM (including some
inter-generational learning offerings) with ALL children attending worship. THIS is what I mean by Sunday school
--not SS meaning only children's classes.
Our children are grown. So this listing is based upon our current stage of life & is reported specifically to us, and
not to the needs of others.
How about outreach to the wider world? Wish the congregation could sing more.
I would like to have more up to date music, and also wish that the choir could be heard over the organ. The organ
is way too loud for our little church. It makes babies cry and causes people with hearing aides to have to turn off
or remove their hearing aides. We have a beautiful piano up front. Why can't we use it more often and add guitar
or other instruments. I love the 4th Sunday evening service.
Some of my answers leaned toward needing improvement, but if we don't have the congregation's support or
willingness to participate these may be roadblocks that can't be changed.
My beliefs are essentially orthodox; my worship preference is traditional liturgy. I reject the growing shift within
many denominations involving the re-interpretation of Scripture, which, in recent years, has focused upon human
sexuality (but this re-interpretation of Scripture pertains to much more than human sexuality); I also oppose
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abandoning many centuries-old Church practices, some of which are promoted on the basis of a re-interpretation
of Scripture. I agree with providing an alternate, more contemporary worship experience, as St. Peter's has
recently begun offering (though I am not, personally, interested in this).
The "Pastoral vs. Program" dichotomy is, for me, confusing, if not misleading. The Church (St. Peter's included)
will continue to decline, then die, without a return to the Church's primary mission - to reach outward through the
ministry of disciple-trained, nurtured, and encouraged laity. This involves much more than offering "classes" - as
important as these are - to adults (something Heidi excelled in). It is a paradigm shift, which will require very
special leadership. (I believe Fr. Gabe may be suited to providing this leadership.) The Episcopal Church has a
very difficult challenge here because of its historical distinction between (elevated) clergy and laity - which,
parenthetically, both Fr. Gabe and Heidi have made great effort to mitigate (minimize).
I am not a major supporter of Family Promise because of the motives behind the organization. I also feel that the
Liturgy during the church worship services is too formal (high brow) but I tolerate it.
The key to a thriving church, I believe, is youth. We need to do more as a church community to get younger
people/parents/small children involved in the church and its congregation. Gabe has been doing wonderful work
and it is my wish that he stays and continues his work with us. He is a NATURAL!
It would be nice to sing more well known JOYFUL hymns! Music is SO IMPORTANT!
We have had wonderful sermons from Heidi and Gabe. The bishop, assistant bishop and canon for Christian
formation also have recently given great sermons. I think we have been very blessed in this regard. I am glad the
sermons are available online as well.
Backup Nursery care needed; 5-8 middle school youth Group & 9-12 high school youth Groups needed.
I haven't become very involved with the community. I think we are a welcoming church but probably overwhelming
to newcomers.
Keep sermons shorter (9-10 minutes); Music is dreary; Keep both services on Sunday morning.
Not involved currently but it is always important to provide for youth - our next church generation.

Overview/Summary of comments:
Sunday School
Access to Staff
Wider music array
Focus on pastoral care
Focus on inclusion of children
Better access to Chapter
Access/awareness of volunteer programs
Need for better stewardship
St Pete’s as a community asset
Better communication
Expanded topics of study
Focus on biblical literacy
More intergenerational events
More Christian Formation
Focus on adherence to scripture
Continued focus/appreciation for great sermons
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3. Please rank the importance of the following characteristics in a Dean by circling a choice.
1 being least important to you and 5 being most important to you:
Characteristic in a Dean
Least important

Most Important
Energy to help grow our Parish

Personable/Outgoing

Ability to leads others in the formation and development of a deeper spiritual life

Deeply Spiritual

18

Great Sermon Content & Delivery

Prior Experience as a Rector/Dean

Confidence –strong personality

Leadership skills
**Mistakenly left off the online survey – paper survey’s majority 5, very important
Sense of humor

19

Accessible

Politically Liberal

Politically Moderate

Politically Conservative

20

Not Openly Political

Adherence to traditional doctrine

Emphasizing progressivism/popular culture

Possesses strong management and organizational skills

21

Involves members in planning and leading church activities

Decision-making reflects flexibility and respect for members and other clergy

Good arbiter and mediator of conflicts/disputes

Participant in Diocesan and regional church activities

22

Supports the world mission of the church

Develops a strong sense of community among members

Develops a strong sense of stewardship in the congregation

Recognized theologian knowledgeable in scripture/theology

23

Addresses contemporary issues and ideas

Be thought-provoking and spiritually challenging

Gives special attention to Christian education for Youth

Gives special attention to Christian education for Adults

24

Involved in critical issues of social justice and concern

Has and encourages a strong prayer life

If married, his or her spouse should take an active role in church activities

Ability to help parishioners with problems, both spiritual and personal

25

Please add below any additional characteristics of importance:
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Regarding children’s' education - the dean needs to determine and outline what each child should be taught at
which grades and come up with a plan to execute. I would like to see the Dean's spouse visible at the Church, not
necessarily ACTIVE.
It goes without saying that the Dean should believe and preach the major tenets of the faith, especially- certainlythe physical resurrection of Jesus from the dead at Easter. I have had the unfortunate experience of
encountering clergy who don't believe in the resurrection and without that basic faith foundation, I could not have
them for a spiritual leader for me or a church that I attend. I don't expect a Dean at St. Peter's to be recognized in
that he or she is famous, well -known or published. I do expect someone with a solid theological background who
takes the Scripture as foundational and truly the Word of God.
Fit in with Helena. Father Gabe really fits in with the unique culture of Helena
If the Dean is married, it should be entirely up to the spouse to be active or not in the church.
Possess true humility. Be filled with the Holy Spirit, so that the strength, joy and love of our Savior will flow
through her/him and outwardly to bless us all.
A Dean who can read our community and address programming to meet its needs through innovative, engaging,
effective and (ideally) fun resources.
I don't care for the music at Christmas and Easter-- too focused on the choir and not the congregation. The
Communion music is very difficult to sing and when people only come once or twice a year sing something they
are familiar with. I am thankful we are not singing the Psalm anymore.
Our rector should be apolitical in the pulpit.
Dean should be a good listener.
Sermons need to be more about real life and more focused about the resurrection and not the crucifixion. We are
about the GOOD News! Jesus rose from the dead and we should pay attention to that - not just about how sinful
we are. Sermons that are deeply theological and historical are not helpful to me. I need something I can carry
forward into my week - real stories about life and how to live into being who God calls me to be. I realize that
every sermon cannot reach every person all the time. That is just not possible. But most of us know we are
flawed and we don't need to feel beat up at the end of church. We need to be reminded that we are loved even
though we are imperfect. And we have God's help to get us through whatever we might face in the next week.
Re last question: maybe willingness is a better word here, again, available and listen
Gabe should have been strongly considered for the position.
No matter if she or he is a conservative or a liberal, politics should NOT be preached from the pulpit.
"Conservative" and "liberal" are labels that evoke different emotions by different people. Some see the word
"conservative" and think that person is homophobic. Others see the word "liberal" and think the person is pro
abortion. The questions relating to this issue will give you misleading information because of this bias. The most
important view the new dean should have is that we are an inclusive church and all are welcome to grow in Christ
because we are all children of God.
I don’t believe that it is of great importance whether the Dean is politically conservative, liberal, or moderate due
the fact that should have very little bearing on the role of a Dean. Personal political conviction must be kept
private and not interfere with the role of the Dean. We are one body. As well I believe the Dean should of course
be well versed in the scriptures, however not necessary to be a RECOGNIZED theologian.
I am saddened that Father Gabe was not encouraged to apply. To lose both he and Heidi is definitely a loss for
St. Peter's. I feel we have the best candidate leading us presently. Father Gabe leads an excellent bible class,
our youth group has grown, he is a very spiritual man and very approachable, gives great sermons, I could go on
but I won't. Sadly, won't do any good. I hope we find the "right fit". Heidi and Gabe have left huge shoes to fill.
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A Dean need not have experience being a Dean to be a good Dean. Fr. Gabriel Morrow has influenced many
people at St. Peter's, both young and old, exemplifying flexibility, good understanding of scripture, personality,
strength, and approachability. Though his experience since being ordained has been confined to St. Peter's, he
has proven to be successful, spiritually strong, and open to change. Further, his experience in the past has been
wide and for years focused on the spiritual needs of others, as a chaplain. I wish the Bishop would recommend
and encourage him. He is capable, visionary, and experienced in many ways.
The Dean does not need to be a recognized theologian but does need to have a deep understanding of theology
and scripture, and must be able to teach it well. It is critical that the Dean have superb interpersonal skills. Cold
intellectualism will not reach people where they live (their hearts), and for a church to be an energetic, vibrant
place to be it needs to have that. A confident personality is reassuring, but a Dean should not be imperious or
domineering. A Dean must have an open and warm heart and be aware of his/her weaknesses. A Dean should
have a capable administrator so her/his efforts are not expended on managing the business end of the church. A
Dean must understand those issues and be involved, but should not be consumed by them. Delegation to
competent administrators (vestry and staff) can alleviate what can be a diversion from the Dean's true purpose
(pastoral, not administrative). Heidi is THE model.
Deeply Spiritual - Scripturally based. Political - N/A. Adherence to traditional doctrine - Anglican. Emphasizing
progressivism/popular culture - "What does this mean? Possesses strong management and organizational skills Really needed if no curate.
4: The new Dean needs to be able to walk on water. 5: She/he needs the ability to welcome and include people
who are LGBTQ into the community called St. Peter's, and assist this congregation to grow into the understanding
that God loves ALL people who come to him. Period. 5: She/he needs the gifts to preach to a broader range of
listeners at once-- differing ages, learning styles and modes and constituencies present, during a single 10:15
sermon. Be a storyteller! 5: Build and maintain a visible presence, through media and in person, in the greater
Helena community --BE a public presence as a Christian leader in The Episcopal Church for others to see, and
teach us all to be the same.
We feel that the safety of our congregation is of high importance when considering a new Dean.
I believe that tying scripture to current events and issues is important. I also believe that our new Dean needs to
be involved in and preach/teach about issues of social justice and concern.
Political questions a "hot potato"
I feel that it should be of deep importance for a Dean to protect the safety of the parishioners. Yes, they need to
be welcoming of others but when a parishioner is threatened there should be immediate action taken to protect
the congregation. After two incidences at our church, I do not feel as safe and secure when attending church as I
used to. I am an usher and I don't like being in that position any more but due to the fact that there are so few
people willing to usher I hate to quit because it would put an added burden on Mr. Anderson.
These questions are no substitute for dialogue and, in fact, actually misrepresent/present very important issues.
That said, it is extremely difficult to get the participation the church needs - which goes back to the need to train,
nurture, and encourage disciples.
I want a Dean with whom all members feel accepted and welcome, particularly the LGBTQ community.
I also feel that the Dean is responsible for the protection of our entire congregation. A hard and fast policy of
action should be developed to deal with members of a congregation that present a safety problem to others within
the congregation.
As far as 'experience' in being a dean is concerned Gabe has not been a dean but he is ready to step up. It is our
job as parishioners to help him and it’s the job of the Bishop to mentor the new dean. That is how you grow a
competent and reliable staff in any organization and I believe the Bishop has been lacking in this area of
expertise.
Somebody who can inspire others by their enthusiasm. Their sermons should be full of energy and thought
provoking delivered in an upbeat manner, but not so theologically deep that they leave the listener unclear at the
end as to what their message actually was.
The dean and congregation should be supportive of the LGBTQ community.

Characteristics of importance for Dean
Overview
Children’s Ed
Believe and preach major tenets of faith/deeply spiritual
Humility
Apolitical
Good listener
Available to congregation
Experience as dean not important
Interpersonal skills
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Demographics:
1. What is your age?

2. How many are in your household?

3. Are you:

4. Are you:
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5. Are you:

6. Are you a confirmed member of St. Peter’s/Episcopal Church?

7. Are you a pledging member of St. Peter’s?
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8. How many years have you been attending St. Peter’s?

9. Which service do you usually attend?

10. How often do you attend services at St. Peter’s
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If not a regular attendee, what would attract you to attend more often?
Shorter services, more relaxed/kid-friendly atmosphere
A better personal schedule
Could not park close this winter. Snow filled park areas, can't walk distance.
More morning prayer services
Perhaps moving the 4th Sunday service to the 3rd Sunday as I have a 4th Sunday commitment from 3:30 to 6:30.
Great sermons,
The feeling that everyone regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, country of origin, immigration status,
gender identity, etc. is welcome.
Sermons that offered support, spiritual guidance and were thought provoking without judgment or criticism would
be inviting.
We plan to attend more after some life events have settled (wedding, new baby, & new house have played havoc
with our weekends!)
Children and young people
Encourage more evening services-casual/modern music
A more inclusive attitude and less emphasis on God's harsh judgment

12. What is the approximate travel distance from your home to St Peter’s?

13. Do you volunteer regularly at St. Peter’s?
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If no, is there a particular reason for abstaining?
No, I travel for work almost every weekday and have to many other obligations on the weekend.
Don't know what my options for volunteering are yet but would be glad to help when I can.
Not aware of needs. I would paint and do maintenance.
So much going on, volunteer through other means.
Childcare
After kids and job, little free time
Am just retiring and have not yet been able to do so
Age and infirmity
Unsure of where my talents/interests lie, and time.
Time -- when I succeed in retiring again, I will start looking at it.
I am a Care Giver and time is limited. I hope to be able to give time in the near future.
I am in college outside of Helena
Disability
Second home, out of town
Still don't know many people.
Too old!
Schedule and past health circumstances.
Irregular work schedule, travel out of town regularly.
Health and time.
My volunteer hours are directed to fraternal and service organizations.
I have been working pretty much full time out of town
Age and health.
Aging
Health issues
I volunteered extensively in the past and even served on the chapter. I am reintegrating back into the
church and am planning on at least resuming my previous role as a Eucharistic minister.
Current life situation is too hectic.
I'm worn out and my child is ill. I no longer have the time, energy or inclination.
Have been very busy with my job. Hopefully, I will be able to do some volunteering in the near future.
I spent many years volunteering and am taking a break
Still in the process of integrating into the church. Also currently have many personal extracurricular time
demands in addition to work. Open to integrating volunteering at St Peters into schedule as time permits.
No. Since Nativity closed I have not taken an active role in volunteering.
Time

Overview
Work
Travel
Family obligations
Living out of town
Disability
Age
Limited time
Other service obligations
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14. Please offer any suggestions/feedback for the Search Committee or free feel to email the committee at
stpeterscathedralsearch@gmail.com
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My hope for the next Dean is that they are passionate about Jesus Christ and can help us as a parish to continue
to grow in our love for Jesus and each other. To that end, I think we need strong preaching and teaching skills to
help us mature in our faith that we may take our love for Jesus out into the world. It is a tall order; I think the
preaching and teaching need to shape us so that we can take action in the world. Taking action without solid
grounding in the Scripture and love of Jesus would be unworthy of the Church.
We need to do pastoral care for those members who feel we slighted Father Gabe otherwise it will adversely
affect the congragation.
We are not growing as we should and we MUST devote ourselves to getting our congregation to spend time,
talent and money on our church.
I love St Peter's church. Years ago I was lead to the church and it has always been a spiritual home for my wife
and me.
I believe we will find the person God is calling us to be our next dean because of your dedication and prayerful
service to this process.
I find it cumbersome to be flipping back and forth between BCP and weekly printout. How about excerpting the
passages from one source bulletin? By the time I fumble through prayer book I cannot find where the service is.
Use large font on service bulletins.
Wonderful church - why we retired here! Music/liturgy needs a lot of improvement. Great organist. Much more
variety in music in choir. Reach out more to recruit new choir members. Need an active children's choir. Church
this size should have around 20 active choir members at each service.
Commit to the new Dean an income based on stability and growth of the church by size and pledges.
The questionnaire appears to be focused entirely on parish-related duties and responsibilities; as St. Peter's is the
Pro-Cathedral, doesn't the Dean also have duties and responsibilities in more direct service to the Bishop and
Diocese? Which comes first - parish or diocese?
Dean is confident, but not always "the boss"
A Dean must have an open attitude. That is, he or she must be able to reflect and consider a wide range of
options, and respond with hope and optimism. This attitude has been called a growth mentality. Fr. Gabriel
Morrow does have a growth mentality, another of his strengths. It is so easy to shut a person down; if negativity
is the message, people will often not reach out again. Fr. Morrow does not shut people down; he encourages
them.
I also attend Togendowagen - a good service
Find another Dean Heidi and your success is ensured.
I dream of the day when our music program would have new leadership who had a thorough understanding of
OUR musical tradition in TEC, who could & would grow the choirS, including one or more for children & youth.
Music --GOOD music-- is critical for good worship, and we're not getting that. We need a dean with leadership to
deal with a long-standing problem. This will, no doubt, require top-notch conflict management skills, as well as an
excellent sense of liturgics. We need someone who can lead us into dreaming of who we need to be as the
Cathedral parish, and then who can help us live into that dream. She/he needs to develop the leadership to affect
much of this from within the congregation, rather than doing it her/himself --but very visibly supporting the raisedup leadership. This is CRITICAL in making the leap into becoming a Programmatic parish. The dean CANNOT
be the center of it all, but MUST be the enabler of others.
1. Of recent, I've noted several political statements made by our clergy, past clergy & to a lesser extent, the
congregation. Political overtones should not be involved in our church worship services. 2. The organist is very
accomplished, but often plays too loudly for the small church sanctuary. Organ music should seldom be louder
than the choir and should be considered background music to the choir. It would be a refreshing change to have
some piano music to accompany our choir. 3. Would it be possible to have a prayer during our worship service
that was not read or memorized? 4. Our church should go back to the old hymnals (Gather Hymnal) with a better
variety of contemporary hymns.
A question was raised at a recent focus group about welcoming "others" - specifically LGBTQ individuals/couples,
and what that might look like. I believe that we need to welcome everyone, regardless of ethnicity, race, gender,
and gender identification. We can demonstrate that in many ways including signage, our demeanor, leadership
positions, etc. We also host a Native American service, which has historically been totally separate from the rest
of the parish. I believe it is important to incorporate that back into our parish life, to honor and respect the
differences while embracing them at the same time. Jesus said Love your neighbor as yourself. He didn't put
exceptions on that commandment.
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We attend a very liberal Episcopal Church in Chicago (All Saints Ravenswood) so find St. Peter's kind of stodgy;
however in an urban area there are many choices of Episcopal churches while in Helena you're it, so you
probably feel that you have to be middle-of-the-road.
I do not expect the new Dean to agree with me personally on every issue under the sun. I do expect the Dean to
be inclusive and open minded and non-judgmental.
Please bring back the Gather Hymnals.
I have enjoyed the services at St Peters; especially the sermons. No politics, climate control, social issues. Those
are issues outside of the pulpit.
Choose the best person. Gender is not an issue. Please consider Father Gabe Morrow. Spiritual, enthusiastic,
energetic, leadership skills and bearing.
Our new dean should not be apologetic for being a Christian and having to defend the doctrine as written in Holy
Scripture regardless of the permissiveness of the Episcopal Church USA. Moral relativism and lazy discipleship
have no place in the clergy. When Sunday morning services have no distinction from the worldliness we are
steeped in during the rest of the week, I will have no reason to attend.
I appreciate that this survey was made available to all members of the church. The last survey (concerning the
worship service) did not equally solicit opinions from all members of the congregation. I was told (after the fact)
that I could have called to give my opinions, but calling in is not the same as being contacted with specific
questions. Thank you for your consideration. I love St. Peter's and want to see it continue to offer the same
welcoming atmosphere that it does now.
1. Our hearts are saddened Father Gabe was not considered. He's brought spiritual energy to St. Peter's & his
sermons are enlightening.
2. The music at the second service is dismal and slow and often funeral-like it’s depressing. We appreciate the
beauty of the old English church yet the music could be more uplifting.
I hope we look for someone who is liberal on social issues. We need to be inclusive for those alternative
positions.
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